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Abstract. The relevance of the assessment is determined by the
requirements of the modern information revolution 4.0. This rev-
olution defines the requirement to minimize the risks of bugs in
information processing and management systems. In this regard,
a mathematical model has been proposed that allows evaluating
the characteristics of bugs (software errors) in software systems.
This creates a possibility to predict their reliability in design and
operation. Assessing the likelihood (probability) of bugs is an el-
ement of overall reliability and influences decision makers about
the future use of software systems. The numerical example to the
created model is based on the processing of specific experimental
data from observations and research. It has a probabilistic na-
ture and reliability of prediction, which largely depends on the
accuracy of the initial data and the depth of diagnosis over time.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Industry 4.0 is related to the implementation of new technological solu-
tions, defining the emergence of the potential of unknown risks [1]. In this
sense, events related to the occurrence of bugs in Software Systems (SS) are
risk factors for the latter. Existing mathematical models for estimating bugs
(errors) in SS are designed to estimate the following parameters [2–4]:
• SS reliability indicators in the setup process;
• The amount of unmanifested bugs;
• The time to detect the next bugs;
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• The time for manifestation of all bugs with a given probability, etc.
Currently, there are several classical mathematical models for SS reliability

[2–7]:
≫ Time model of Musa;
≫ S-shaped growing model;
≫ Hossain Dahiya exponential model;
≫ Yamada exponential model;
≫ Weibull exponential model;
≫ Model of Kapur et al.

The models listed in this way are given in a suitable mathematical form in
Table 1.

Table 1. Conventional software reliability models

Model name Type of model PBUG,∆t(t) Comments

Time

model

of Musa

Exponential

model

a(1 − e−bt),

a ≥ 0, b > 0 –

model parameters

Also known

as Goel-

Okumoto

(G – O)

(G – O)

S-shaped

model

S-shaped

model

a[1− (1 + bt)e−bt],

a ≥ 0, b > 0 – model parameters

Modification

of the G – O

model

Hossain

Dahiya

Exponential

model

a(1 − e−bt)/(1 + ce−bt),

a ≥ 0, b > 0, c > 0 –

parameters of the model dynamics

Similar to

G – O as

c → 0

Yamada

exponent

Exponential

model

a(1− exp(−a(1− exp(−βt))))

a ≥ 0, α > 0, β > 0

α, β – coefficient of proportionality

This model

takes into

account SS

bug testing

Weibull

exponent

Exponential

model

a(1− e−btc),

a ≥ 0, b > 0, c > 0

Similar to

G – O as

c = 0

Kapur et al.
Exponential

model

a(1− e−bpt),

p > 0 – Kapur index

It is caused

by poor

debugging

The classic models for identification of reliability from Table 1 present the
dynamics of the occurrence of bugs (failures and errors) and are suitable for
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large data samples (large SS). They allow efficient adjustment and testing of
software programs, deciding on the feasibility of commissioning. In this way,
the threshold of rational activity is established and the corresponding amount
of remaining software bugs is determined. In practice, the small sample size,
as well as the actual number of detected bugs (upon completion of setup)
does not allow the use of classical mathematical models. For this reason it
is appropriate to use simpler models whose formal accuracy is close to the
accuracy determined by the available inputs for short time intervals [1, 5, 6,
8–16].

The aim of the paper is to create an appropriate model for estimating the
probability of bug occurrence at short time intervals, based on the existing
classical models for identifying the dynamics of bug occurrence in large SS,
Table 1.

2. BASIC HYPOTHESIS AND THESIS

In the formalization of the mathematical model proposed by the authors,
a hypothesis is accepted, which follows from [7, 15]: “Real research on the
occurrence of bugs in the SS determines an exponential model of change in
these events”.

Each bug in the studied programs is independent and manifests itself in
random moments of time with a constant average intensity (in the absence
of corrections in the SS) in all time intervals of their operation. The type
of commands executed in the program and the operation time between bugs
are determined by the average time for execution of the commands on the
respective computer and the average number of commands.

The thesis of the research follows from the adoption of a decentralized
approach to studying [8, 9] and analyzing the results obtained in classical
works such as [2–4,10,17].

The intensity of bug detection in real functioning programs depends in-
versely on the average speed of the computer and practically does not depend
on the distribution of command types on the data processing routes.

The choice of SS tuning tests should be sufficiently representative. If pos-
sible, it should exclude a concentration of undetected errors (bugs) for the
actual operating conditions of the programs. The lack of a priori data on arti-
ficially increasing the intensity of bugs and their distribution over time should
be considered uniform and independent of external factors.

Bugs that cause distortion of computer performance and used SS are either
fixed (restricted), or removed after testing, or not detected at all. During
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testing and adjustment, due to the increased attention to distortion of the
performance of computer systems, bugs are much more likely to occur than in
the interval of normal operation.

3. ESTIMATION OF THE PROBABILITY OF BUGS

Based on the analysis of information in known scientific papers [7, 13–16,
18–22] it follows that under normal operating conditions of the SS, the number
of bugs occurring in the respective service intervals is distributed according
to Poisson’s law. As a result, we arrive at the conclusion: the duration of the
continuous operation of the computer systems and SS, studied in the interval
between the occurring bugs, is distributed exponentially at small intervals of
time of stationary of these events.

Under these conditions of SS testing and operation, the intensity of de-
tected bugs λDB(∆t) for observation interval ∆t decreases with increasing
total (continuous) time of technical operation τTTO.

The probability of bugs occurrence PBUG,∆t (t) (equivalent to the proba-
bility of failure QF (∆t) in hardware systems) for a time interval ∆t will be
determined by the basic equation of reliability [7, 13–15]:

PBUG,∆t(t) + PFFO,∆t(t) = 1. (1)

In equation (1) the probability of failure-free operation PFFO,∆t(t) of SS,
tested for time interval ∆t at time for its actual technical operation τRTO, is
determined according to the basic law of reliability of systems [15]:

PFFO,∆t(τRTO) = e−
∫ τRTO
0

λDB(∆t)dt = exp

{

−

∫ τRTO

0
λDB(∆t)dt

}

, (2)

where λDB(∆t) is the intensity of the detected bugs in the software system; e
is the Napier’constant.

During a stationary period of operation, the intensity of bug detection
is λDB(∆t) = λB

∼= const. This allows the following transformations to be
performed on PFFO,∆t(t):

PFFO,∆t(τRTO) = e−
∫ τRTO
0

λDB(∆t)dt = e−λB

∫ τRTO
0

dt = e−λτRTO , (3)

where τRTO is time for real technical operation of SS.
Decomposition of the function PFFO,∆t(t) of (3) follows in Taylor’s order

on the argument τRTO, assuming ∆t = τRTO. We obtain:

PFFO,∆t (τRTO) = 1−
[

λBτRTO − (λBτRTO)
2 /2! + (λBτRTO)

3 /3! + · · ·

]

. (4)
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Provided that the condition is met:

λBτRTO ≤ 1, (5)

for a corresponding time interval τRTO it is valid [13, 15]

PFFO,∆t (τRTO) ∼= 1− λBτRTO. (6)

Formula (6) is particularly relevant for current engineering calculations of
PFFO,∆t (τRTO), both hardware and software systems. From formulae (1) and
(4) it follows that the probability of occurrence of bugs PBUG,∆t (τRTO) in SS
is a function of λB and time for real technical operation τRTO. We have:

PBUG,∆t (τRTO) = λBτRTO − (λBτRTO)
2 /2! + (λBτRTO)

3 /3! + · · · . (7)

Upon fulfillment of the condition λBτRTO ≤ 1 it is permissible to disregard
the second and third articles of (7), from which it follows that PBUG,∆t (τRTO)
for short time intervals τRTO will be determined by:

PBUG,∆t (τRTO) ∼= λBτRTO. (8)

During the operation of the SS the time for the real technical operation
τRTO is a part from time for total technical operation τTTO. Time τTTO

contains the time τOTP to check the SS through the operation of the testing
program (OTP) and the time for real technical operation of SS τRTO. From
this the draws follow:

τTTO = τRTO + τOTP , (9)

τRTO = τTTO − τOTP . (10)

From expressions (8), (9) and (10) we have:

PBUG,∆t (τRTO) ∼= λB (τTTO − τOTP ) . (11)

After a mathematical transformation of (11) the final result necessary for
scientific and practical research is obtained:

PBUG,∆t (τRTO) ∼= λBτTTO − λBτOTP . (12)

Assuming that the study is performed for one quarter of SS operation (nec-
essary condition for the implementation of (5)), i.e. the time for total technical
operation τTTO = const and the relative constancy of bug manifestation in-
tensity λB (when using an appropriate debugging program), we come to the
scientifically applied conclusion:
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The probability of bugs occurrence in one SS is inversely proportional to the
running time of the operation of the testing program τOTP used by software
professionals.

The indication of the presence of bugs should not be ignored by specialists,
even in the most stressful stages of programming in research and application
and decision making.

4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

The probability of bugs occurrence PBUG,∆t as a function of duration of
the operation of the testing program τOTP is studied for one quarter (92 days)
work of the SS (with 12 hours of continuous operation per day), as well as
τTTO = 92× 12 = 1104 h and λB = 0.16 × 10−6 bug/hour.

The result of the research is presented in Fig. 1. For the studies shown
in Fig. 1 it is assumed that at the beginning of the setting the duration of
operation of the testing program τOTP = 0. The studied SS has approximately
(105÷106) commands and it contains 1% bugs, i.e. the value of the probability
of a bug occurrence is PBUG,∆t = 10−2.

Fig. 1. The probability of a bug occurrence PBUG,∆t,
as a function of τOTP , measured in hours (h)

Upon entering the SS setup process and value of the duration of operation
of the test program τOTP = 1000 hours, the probability of a bug occurrence
in each command decreases by four orders of magnitude and reaches the value
PBUG,∆t = 10−6, i.e. one bug corresponds to 106 commands. Attention should
be paid to the fact that in the first half of the study τOTP = 500 hours and
the duration of SS testing and setup is analyzed. This practically removes the
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bulk of the bugs (95%) [5]. The second half of the study analyzed the duration
of testing and tuning, leading to the removal of 5% of detected bugs.

5. CONCLUSION

A model of estimating the probability of detecting bugs in small software
systems has been proposed. The evaluation performed in this way allows
improvement by using multi-criteria decision-making methods [10]. The model
is especially relevant when using software systems for training and maintaining
information contacts between scientists, lecturers and students.
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